
For details - office@f-expo.ru, +7(962) 908-88-85

2022, OCTOBER 4–5-TH, MOSCOW, RUSSIA 
Moscow, Leningradsky Prospekt 32/2, Legendary restaurant "Yar", from 10 to 18. 

F-EXPO  
4th b2b exhibition-negotiations for the promotion of garment factories. 

Hall 1 
Exhibition of contract sewing factories 

Do you want to find a manufacturer or a customer? 

F-EXPO is a part of the international program for the 
Consolidation of Customers and Garment Factories, 
supported by SOYUZLEGPROM and the International 
Federation of Clothing Manufacturers (IAF - The 
International Apparel Federation). 

Our task is to find quality factories for Russian and 
international Customers and promising Customers for 
Clothing factories.

Hall 2 
Exhibition and sale of finished collections 

Do you want to sell your current collection or replenish 
the assortment of the store? 

We invite sellers of finished garments and accessories to 
participate in F-EXPO. 

If you have your own Brand of clothing or accessories or 
you are a representative of a factory, you have established 
supply and production channels, you want to accept pre-
orders for your product line, We are waiting for you at the 
F-EXPO exhibition in the Finished Products Exhibition 
and Sale Hall.
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Participation in the F-EXPO Exhibition as an exhibitor:

Full-time * Аbsentee 
participation **

Service/Cost* 1.500,00 USD 700,00 USD

Working space 6 m2. Includes: + -
exhibition area 6m2 and equipment (table 150 by 75 cm, 
4 chairs;
rail hanger or rack for samples up to 2 pcs as agreed.;

hangers 20 pcs.;

lunch for 2 representatives;

effective advertising of the event;

e-mail marketing;
Working space 3 m2. Includes: - +
promo materials (printed)** +
representative manager +
E-mail newsletters with information about the factory* + +

Optional (not included)
Roll up stand 85 x 225 cm** - -
The cost is 300 USD. The content is provided by the participant according 
to the requirements of the customer. or the layout is developed by the 
Organizer. The cost of developing a layout is 90 USD

* excluding VAT (based on the notice of the Federal Tax Service No. 1044 
dated 04/08/2021 on the possibility of applying the simplified taxation 
system).
** The cost of printing materials is not included. Сontent is provided by the 
participant according to the requirements or developed by the Organizer. 
The cost of developing a layout is 90 USD.

Option 1.

The expo will hold at the legendary hotel 
«Sovetsky» (https://www.sovietsky.ru) 
which is pretty close to the center of the 
Moscow. 
The cost of staying per night/person/
breakfast is 4.900 RUR. (80 USD) If you 
would like to stay in this hotel which is 
not necessarily. 
I inform you that all the necessary 
participation equipment and dinner for 2 
persons 2 days is included in the price.  
All you need is present your product to 
the customers during the show - we 
have already distributed more than 1,000 
tickets to industry professionals - now 
there is a very large demand for factories.

Possible formation working space under individual requests. We will take into account your individual needs! For details - office@f-expo.ru, +7(962) 908-88-85
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Possible formation working space under individual requests. We will take into account your individual needs! For details - office@f-expo.ru, +7(962) 908-88-85

For those who are looking for sewing enterprises to place the orders for tailoring it will be able to negotiate and to ink a deal at the F-
EXPO exhibition in the capital of Russia. Factories that are ready to take orders for textile industry products and producers that need to 
sell their warehouse stock balance in one place in Moscow. 

Apparel enterprises are invited to participate in F-EXPO, ready to implement current collections and warehouse programs of clothing, 
knitwear, knitwear, hosiery, leather, fur, and footwear products, both for industry professionals and end users.

Option 2. 
Proposal for Аbsentee (distance) participation in F-EXPO (Oct.4-5, 2022, Moscow, Russia)

**Promotional materials proposal

Name/Article Description Pix Circulation
Cost USD/
EUR*

euro booklet

Euro booklet, finished format 210x100 mm, 
spread format 210x297 mm, color 4+4, 
coated paper 130 g/m2, 2 folds 300 220

Booklet A5

Booklet, finished format 148x210 mm, 
spread format 210x297 mm, color 4+4, 
coated paper 130 g/m2, 1 fold 

300 210

euro leaflet

Leaflet, format 210x100 mm, color 4+4, 
matte coated paper 200 g/m2 300 110

Leaflet A5
Leaflet, format 148x210 mm, color 4+4, 
matte coated paper 200 g/m2 300 160

The price for absentee (distance) 
participation is 700,00 USD/EUR per two 
days. 
The quote includes: 
•work space 3 m2 includes table, 3 
chairs;  
•promo materials (printed) - the cost of 
printing materials is not included. 
Сontent is provided by the participant 
according to the requirements or 
developed by the Organizer. The cost of 
developing a layout is 90 USD.  
•representative manager for 2 days. 

The final quote of the «аbsentee 
(distance) participation», including 
printing of promotional materials**, 
depends on the chosen format of 
materials and is approximately - 850,00 
USD/EUR per two days of the exibition. 
We have already distributed more than 
1,000 tickets to industry professionals - 
now there is a very large demand for 
factories. 
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FOW 2 - 21-22 Февраля 2002г.

FOW 2 - 21-22 Февраля 2022г.

For details - office@f-expo.ru, +7(962) 908-88-85

The event will take place in the legendary restaurant "Yar" - in the special historical pride of Moscow 
since 1826, where all conditions will be created for spending useful time and negotiations in the most 
comfortable business conditions. 
Excellent transport accessibility. 
Directions to the metro station "Dynamo" (5 minutes walk) or "Belorusskaya" (12 minutes walk). 
Leningradsky Prospect, 32/2, 1st floor; from 10 to 18.
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